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Information about flood inundation extent is important for understanding societal exposure, water
storage volumes, flood wave attenuation, future flood hazard, and other variables.
Remote Sensing analysis is useful for providing large-scale maps of flood inundation but cannot be
readily used to map floodwater depth.
Hydraulic models are commonly used to simulate water dynamics but these are data and
computationally expensive.
The Floodwater Depth Estimation Tool (FwDET; Cohen et al., JAWRA 2017) was developed to
calculated floodwater depths with only an inundation layer and a DEM as inputs.
FwDET low data need and high computational efficiency are desirable for near-real-time and largescale applications.
A Coastal flooding version of the FwDET (FwDET-C) is presented here which deals with the openboundary condition of the waterbody and the need for hyper-resolution DEMs.
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FwDET
• Strong correspondence between FwDET
and iRIC-simulated water depths
• Nearly identical max value
• Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD) of
0.38m and 0.37m for the Brazos and St
Vrain respectively.

Figure: Comparison between FwDET (bottom)
and hydraulic model (top) water depth maps for
two flood events: Brazos River TX, using 10m
DEM (left) and St Vrain Creek CO, using 1m
DEM (right).
Source: Cohen et al., (2017)

FwDET-C
• Good correspondence between FwDET-C
and SCHISM hydrodynamic model
simulated water depths
• Nearly identical max value
• Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD) of
0.49m.
• Orders of magnitude improvement in runtime: <10 min for over 600 million pixels!

Figure: Comparison between FwDET-C (bottom
right) and hydraulic model (bottom left) water
depth maps for Portsmouth (Virginia, USA; top)
during Hurricane Irene (2011).

Use during the 2017 Hurricane Season
•
FwDET was used to estimate near-real-time
floodwater depth for Texas, Florida and Puerto Rico in
as part of the Global Flood Partnership.

